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Abstract: Infectious animal diseases, such as Johne’s disease (JD) caused by Mycobacterium avium
paratuberculosis (MAP) and bovine tuberculosis (bTB) caused by Mycobacterium bovis, have been a
challenge to the livestock industry globally, impacting negatively on animal, human and environmental
health, and overall food security. Despite several industry-led and government initiatives and
programs aimed at preventing and reducing losses associated with JD and bTB outbreaks, JD has
remained endemic in many parts of the world while there have been incidental outbreaks of bTB.
While several studies focus on sustainable intensification of food (crop) production as a critical
solution to food insecurity, following the existential interconnection between animals, humans and
the environment recognized by one health, we frame food security through the lens of animal
disease prevention and control, given the importance of livestock products to human health and
livelihood. Vaccination has been a popular strategy successfully used in controlling other infectious
diseases. The paper focuses on an alternate strategy of two subunit vaccines with companion
diagnostics targeted at individual pathogens to attain satisfactory immunological responses for JD
and bTB. We examine gaps in vaccine policies, commercialization, and potential strategies that would
strengthen animal disease prevention and enhance food security. The potential of public–private
partnership in strengthening private sector participation in effective animal disease control and health
delivery and the implications for global food security are discussed.

Keywords: bovine tuberculosis (bTB); Johne’s disease (JD); food security; livestock industry;
subunit vaccines

1. Introduction

Animal products serve as an important food resource and account for about one-third of human
protein consumption globally [1,2]. The health of animals, therefore, has a vital role in human
health, sustainable food security, and the achievement of the post-2015 development agenda proposed
by the United Nations’ High-Level Panel (http://www.post2015hlp.org). Sustainability of animal
agriculture has been affected by a wide range of environmental challenges, especially diseases. We are
focused on two endemic diseases—bovine tuberculosis (bTB) and Johne’s disease (JD)—that have
become a challenge to policy makers and the livestock industry around the world. These diseases
are best examined in the context of the ‘One Health’ (the One Health approach advocates for
interdependency of the health of animals, humans and the environment. The ’One Health’ framework
is a recent international movement that utilizes a multi-sectoral synergistic approach in promoting
human health by reducing risks associated with the “animal-human-ecosystem interface” (http:
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//www.onehealthglobal.net/what-is-one-health/)) methodology for reducing the spread of diseases
that are detrimental to animal, humans and the environment.

While some countries have been declared bTB free, others are on the way to managing the disease
as a result of certain adopted and ongoing mitigation programs [3]. In Canada, bTB is a federally
reportable disease. Several control mechanisms have been initiated by various governments and
producer groups to reduce the economic losses associated with animal disease outbreaks. Surprisingly,
adoption rates, particularly by the private sector, have remained low. The low rate of adoption has
been attributed to several factors, including regulatory policies that ignore incentives and raise the
costs of adoption and implementation [4,5].

Vaccination, which has been described as one of the most cost-effective methods of reducing
the risk of other livestock diseases and associated economic losses, is widely available for bTB or
JD. The case of adoption of the Escherichia coli (E. coli) vaccine Econiche [5] revealed two factors that
contributed to low adoption: few market benefits stayed with cattle producers who bear most of the
costs of the vaccine, as the greatest proportion of the benefits of vaccination go to consumers and
packers/processors along the supply chain; and absence of public or industry-wide incentives or policy
mandating the use of E. coli vaccine discouraged effective uptake.

Johne’s disease (JD) and bovine tuberculosis (bTB) are both internationally recognized animal
diseases that are of significant concern to the livestock industry and food security. It has been
estimated that they result in annual losses of US$100 million in Canada [6], while, in the U.S., JD causes
an economic loss of about US$100 per cow in every herd that tests positive for JD [7]. The U.S.
National Institute for Animal Agriculture concludes that Johne’s disease, an often fatal infection of the
small intestine, generates losses of US$250 million in the American dairy cattle industry, where the
typical remedy is to slaughter the herd containing infected animals [8]. Estimates for the annual
losses caused by these diseases to the livestock producers and cattle industry across nations are high.
Recent JD outbreaks resulted in annual losses of US$15.4 million in England [9], US$2500 per 50-animal
dairy herd in Canada [10], US$54 million and US$5.4 million in Wisconsin and Pennsylvania of the
United States, respectively [11,12], and US$2.1 million in Australia [13]. In addition, beef and dairy
industries incur economic losses from JD and bTB through reduced milk production and fertility [14,15],
premature culling and reduced slaughter value [16]. There are also losses associated with recalls,
international trade and market restrictions, and tainted industry reputation.

Successful eradication and control of these diseases, particularly bTB, has been hampered by
wildlife reservoirs and lack of political will, which have made it difficult to develop efficient control
strategies [17,18]. Within-herd transmission of bTB has been traced to livestock movement and
reservoirs. Once an animal gets infected, the disease spreads through aerosols, direct contacts and
sharing of water and feed [19]. In addition, regulators in some jurisdictions often underestimate
the effect of zoonotic tuberculosis in animals and humans. In developed countries, some notable
hosts, such as buffalo and bison, are husbanded and protected in game reserves, creating a disease
reservoir. In developing regions, such as Africa, nomadic pastoralists dominate. Herders and their
animals move within and across national borders without any restriction while the animals in most
cases share grazing areas and water with indigenous stock, thereby increasing the host spectrum and
disease prevalence.

In some countries, such as Canada, existing control measures for bTB include ‘trace-in herds’
practices, which involve the identification via skin tuberculin testing and singling out of animals that
have been exposed to infected herds and movement restrictions [20]. Diagnosis and treatment of JD are
challenging. Existing diagnostic tests do not detect infected animals until they start showing clinical
signs and are shedding Mycobacterium avium paratuberculosis (MAP). More so, existing vaccines do not
provide full protection [21].

The potential of vaccines in reducing the burden of animal infection has been highlighted [22].
In many cases, effective and cost-saving vaccines are yet to be produced for the livestock industry.
A prime example is the case of an E. coli vaccine developed to prevent the deadly human pathogen
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O15:H7. Econiche, licensed in Canada in 2008 for use in cattle but currently inactive, was projected
to reduce infection by almost 85%. However, adoption was low due to the high unit cost of the
vaccine and the prescribed dosage of three injections per animal [22], which some farmers saw as
cost ineffective. Borrowing from the lessons on commercialization of the E. coli vaccine, one might
anticipate that vaccines to combat JD and bTB could be socially beneficial—in that the benefits from
use are likely to flow beyond farmers to others in the livestock supply chain and market—but may not
be taken up because of the uncertain economic value to producers.

Increased adoption of vaccination for animal disease control complemented with appropriate
disease management strategies and sector policies that provide incentives for adoption would create
more robust food safety and animal health management. Incorporating new vaccines in addition to or
as a replacement for existing policies (e.g., herd depopulation, premature slaughter, and culling) would
arguably be an economically superior method for bTB and JD surveillance and control, as it would
reduce private and social costs associated with them. Getting the incentives right is the challenge.

This paper focuses on subunit vaccines with companion diagnostics for JD and bTB. We first
introduce concepts about vaccine and vaccination and examine gaps in vaccine policies and
strategies. We assess commercialization pathways for the subunit vaccines and link them to the
classical model of technology adoption decision process. The roles farmers and regulators play in
livestock disease management, policy design and incentives are highlighted. We assess the potential
of public–private partnerships (PPPs) to increase private sector involvement in efficient disease
management. A discussion of the implications of bTB and JD prevention and control for food security
concludes the paper.

2. Diagnosis and Stages of Bovine Tuberculosis and Johne’s Disease Infection

bTB and JD infection have many similarities. Both diseases progress slowly and show visible
clinical signs only at later (advanced) stages, which makes diagnosis very difficult at the early stage.
While the Mycobacteria bovis (M. bovis) that causes bTB is found in the saliva of the infected animal,
infection usually starts in the lungs and later spreads to other organs, with clinical signs including
anorexia, emaciation, pneumonia, fever, and sometimes enlargement of the lymph nodes [23]. For JD,
early clinical signs include chronic diarrhea, weight loss and reduced milk yield [24].

Identified primary maintenance hosts for M. bovis include badgers in United Kingdom and
Ireland, African Buffalo in South Africa, brush-tailed opossums in New Zealand, white-tailed deer in
Michigan in the U.S., bison and elk in Canada, while animals such as goats, pigs, and sheep serve as
spillover hosts [25]. On the other hand, ruminant and non-ruminant domesticated animals and wildlife
are among a range of hosts for MAP. Although some techniques, such as histopathology [26] and
Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex (MTBC) mycobacteria [27] have been employed in the diagnosis of
bTB, a common standard test has been the single intradermal tuberculin test [28,29], which has high
sensitivity and specificity relative to other tests [30]. For JD, reports show that existing diagnostic tests
are expensive and low in sensitivity [31].

Figure 1 shows an illustration of the protracted nature of Johne’s disease in terms of the number
of stages before clinical signs visibly manifest in the animal. Animals can get infected potentially
a few months after birth, while clinical signs show at a later stage, usually between 2 to 6 years of
age [32]. Manifestation of clinical signs is contingent on two major factors including ‘age at infection’
and ‘dosage of the organism’ [9,33]. Given the time lag between infection and manifestation of clinical
signs, a cattle infected at a mature age has low chances of showing clinical signs before the animal is
culled [34].
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animals. Unlike antibiotics, vaccination has been identified as the most cost-effective way to eradicate 
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and the type of infectious agent to be controlled [36]. Animals are vaccinated to increase productivity 
and profitability of livestock farmers, welfare improvement through disease prevention (similar to 
humans), and reduce the risk of disease transmission, particularly zoonotic diseases [36] Although 
veterinary vaccines have been estimated to account for less than 25 percent of the global vaccines 
market, their production has been increasing due to renewed demand to combat various pathogens 
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pasteurization, and therefore, remains present in dairy and meat products derived from infected 
animals, posing some human health risk [42]. 

Figure 1. Stage by stage protracted timeline of a bovine infected with Johne’s disease. Source: Adapted from
Chiodini et al. [9].

In essence, by the time infection in the animal is identified and confirmed, the carrier animal
would have had multiple opportunities to spread the disease to other vulnerable animals within
the herd. Although diagnostic tests are currently available, they have proven to be unreliable and
ineffective in detecting the presence of infected animals before they reach the stage of super shedding.
Efforts to eliminate JD using test-and-cull methods have therefore proven to be unsuccessful [32]. It is
difficult to identify and control subclinical cases of JD due to the insidious nature of the infection and
elongated incubation period [9].

For bTB, it takes several weeks for the animal to test positive using tuberculin test from the time of
infection, while it takes months to years before manifestation of clinical signs [35]. However, the time
lag varies from one animal to another.

2.1. Vaccination and Animal Vaccines

The use of antibiotics and other chemical drugs on animals have been shown to create residues
in food and emergence of antibiotic resistant bacteria in animals [36], suggesting that vaccines have
a role in the prevention and treatment of animal diseases, increasing productivity and enhancing
food quality [37]. Consumer groups in many countries advocate for restriction of antibiotic use in
animals. Unlike antibiotics, vaccination has been identified as the most cost-effective way to eradicate
infectious diseases, prevent and/or reduce clinical signs after infection [38] and lower residues in food
stuffs [39]. (Infectious diseases in humans and animals have some similarities, particularly in terms of
pathogenesis [40]. However, the purpose of vaccination differs and depends on the type and stage of
production of the animal to be vaccinated, cost of vaccination, expected outcome after vaccination
and the type of infectious agent to be controlled [36]. Animals are vaccinated to increase productivity
and profitability of livestock farmers, welfare improvement through disease prevention (similar to
humans), and reduce the risk of disease transmission, particularly zoonotic diseases [36] Although
veterinary vaccines have been estimated to account for less than 25 percent of the global vaccines
market, their production has been increasing due to renewed demand to combat various pathogens
re-emerging in the livestock industry [41]. For example, it has been noted that the pathogen MAP
that causes JD can survive in water, the broader environment and through processes, including milk
pasteurization, and therefore, remains present in dairy and meat products derived from infected
animals, posing some human health risk [42].
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Risk perception, acceptance of vaccination strategies relative to culling, and consumers’ willingness
to consume meat from animals vaccinated against epidemics by stakeholders in the food system have
been examined. The results show that while all stakeholders have a high preference for vaccination
strategy, 60 percent agreed to consume meat from animals vaccinated against animal epidemics [43,44].

Generally, vaccines are categorized into living and non-living vaccines. The type of vaccine is a
major factor that shapes its formulation and delivery. Living vaccines are divided into three main
categories, including live-attenuated, inactivated (killed) and subunit vaccines. While live-attenuated
vaccines comprise the weakened form of the microbe that causes the disease, which creates adaptive
and long lasting immune responses [41], there is risk of possible residual virulence and reversal to
pathogenic wild-type strains, with potential unintended consequences if non-target species ingest the
vaccines [41].

Non-living vaccines comprising microbial antigens have been developed following advances in
vaccinology and biotechnology. Although vaccines with non-living antigens are perceived to be safer
relative to live or live-attenuated vaccines, they tend to be less effective and, therefore, often require the
inclusion of immunological adjuvants and multiple doses to give the desired level of immunity [45].
This, therefore, translates to increased production cost and has implication for adoption by end-users.
A prime example is the use of whole-cell vaccines against MAP infection. Studies (e.g., [46]) show
that whole-cell vaccines only reduce symptoms and limit shedding of MAP in faeces and, therefore,
are not sufficient to prevent its spread. In addition, such vaccines have been shown to cause local
granulomatous lesions at the injection sites and interfere with serodiagnostic tests for MAP and bovine
tuberculosis [47].

Recombinant-protein subunit vaccines with well-defined composition and produced in
heterogeneous expression systems have gained more attention in recent years [41]. Subunit vaccines
contain a part of the target pathogen to ensure that immune response is restricted to that component
only, and produced by isolating a particular immunogenic protein from the pathogen and presenting it
as an antigen on its own, which is then cloned, expressed and purified [38]. The resulting product is
combined with a proper potent adjuvant to enhance immunity and used as a subunit recombinant
vaccine [38].

Subunit vaccines are considered to be a safe approach due to their inability to replicate in the
host [38,48]. Safety is enhanced because the vaccine contains only a part of the target pathogen,
ensuring that the expected immune response is restricted to the target component alone [41]. From a
compatibility perspective, an ideal subunit vaccine would allow diagnostics tests to be performed
without obscuring the results.

Presently, four types of vaccines are available for the control of JD. These include live-attenuated,
DNA, recombinant protein-based and subunit vaccines [49]. Studies using mice, goat and cattle models
have shown advances in the development of subunit vaccines for JD and bTB. This has resulted in
the identification of promising recombinant protein antigens (e.g., antigen 85 Complex A,B,C; LprG,
AhpC, SodD, AhpD, MAP2698c, MAP3184, MAP3567, MAP0261c, MAP1518) that have the capacity
of inducing protective immune responses and overcoming the interference in tuberculosis diagnosis
tests using whole-cell based vaccines [50]. These studies highlight different techniques and vaccine
candidates in developing efficacious vaccines that will enhance vaccination strategies against JD,
bTB and other animal diseases. For example, [51,52] show that inclusion of Hsp70 protein in the
pre-absorption stage of antibody-based assays for paratuberculosis eliminates cross-reactive antibodies
and differentiates infected from vaccinated animals. In another study, the specificity of comparative
tuberculin test was not interfered by subunit vaccine with candidate protein Hsp70/DDA [53,54] utilized
vaccine candidate 35–kDa Membrane peptide (MMP) modified for the expression in mammalian cell
to extract Cytotoxic CD8 T cell activity against Mycobacterium avium. Result of the study in cattle
model shows prospects in developing a peptide-based vaccine that could abrogate MAP infection
by removing relA mutant. [55] created a polyanhydride-based nanovaccine against paratuberculosis
infection. Unlike the whole-cell based vaccines, the nanovaccines caused no inflammatory lesions
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at injection sites and induced high immune response (reduction of bacteria load) post-vaccination,
an evidence of protection against JD.

For bovine tuberculosis, [56–58] examine the effectiveness of DNA vaccines (including DNA
prime-protein boost) against tuberculosis in cattle. The results show that protective antigens—DNA
encoding MPB83, HSP65 and Ag85b, respectively—showed a strong proliferative immune response,
elicited protective immunity, and most importantly none of the protocols were sensitive to the
intradermal tuberculin test in cattle. This suggests that DNA-based subunit vaccines can differentiate
between vaccinated cattle and those infected with M. bovis.

From an efficacy point of view, the literature suggest that subunit vaccines have the potential
of having a strong biological effect on the pathogens in question. However, the protection is not
guaranteed to have a protracted effect. Various studies recommend the use of immuno-stimulatory
compounds or adjuvants to ensure long-term protective immunity [59] Some studies suggest that
booster doses may be required to enhance and extend the protective elements of the subunit vaccines
to ensure there are no windows of vulnerability for livestock infection.

2.2. Vaccine Development

Vaccine development, whether for animals or humans, is a long costly and complex process due
to increasing regulatory requirements and challenges (e.g., intellectual property) along the regulatory
pathway [60]. Three major attributes expected of any vaccine by the regulatory agencies include quality,
safety and efficacy. The vaccine development process involves different stages, as shown in Figure 2.
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The first stage in the vaccine development process is research and development (exploratory stage).
This stage involves the examination of the disease epidemiology and identification/selection of antigens
(candidate proteins) that can be used to treat or prevent the disease. At the pre-clinical stage, the safety
of the selected antigens is assessed in animals. The clinical development stage comprises three phases.
In phase I, safety of the selected antigens is assessed with less than 100 animals. Evaluation of the
immune responses takes place in phase II. Phase III involves testing the efficacy and tolerance of the
vaccine on a large scale. If the tests give satisfactory results, all the data collected in the three stages
are gathered and submitted to the regulatory authorities for review. Satisfactory confirmation of the
safety and efficacy claims results in regulatory approval, registration (licensing), issuance of marketing
authorization and product launch. Post-licensure activities include quality control, passive surveillance
(monitoring the effectiveness of the vaccine) and constant re-evaluation.

3. Gaps in Vaccine Policies and Strategies

The slow emergence of Johne’s disease and bovine TB symptoms has contributed to the elusiveness
of an effective remedy in the cattle and dairy sectors. The development of diagnostic tools, such as
DIVA (Differentiating between Infected and Vaccinated Animals), that go hand-in-hand with potential
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vaccines could enhance vaccination control program policies. DIVA tests are used for both JD and
bTB to assist farmers and testing agencies to identify infected animals and differentiate them from
those that are vaccinated. The ability to develop tests that can adequately and accurately distinguish
between infected and vaccinated animals is a key foundation to the safe and efficient movement of
animals across borders, thus encouraging market expansion through international trade [63].

Given the perceived inefficiency of the current DIVA diagnostic tools, under European law
vaccinated animals that test positive must be treated as infected animals. If an animal in a herd tests
positive, the entire herd will be put under movement restrictions and tested repeatedly using both the
tuberculin skin test and postmortem examinations, until the herd is free of infection [63]. The economic
burden on farmers from this inability to distinguish between vaccinated and infected animals, and the
duration of movement restrictions, is thus substantial.

Using a country-specific example to highlight the limitations of vaccination control programs
for bTB, the disease continues to exist in the United Kingdom despite an intensive and costly
control program [63]. The authors posit that although vaccination can provide some protection to
cattle, it is currently illegal within the European Union (EU) due to the interaction of BCG (Bacillus
Calmette-Guérin) with the action of the established tuberculin skin test used to screen for bTB. The EU
has signaled that changes in any legislation would require field validation of BCG as a supplement to
existing controls. This current policy vacuum will need to be filled with the creation of more effective
DIVA tests that would complement current EU infection identifier tests.

The need for new diagnostic tests to enhance viability of vaccination against bovine tuberculosis
has been suggested [63]. However, the number of false positives from these tests must be below
15 for every 10,000 cattle tested. Researchers at the University of Cambridge and the UK Animal
and Plant Health Agency used mathematical modelling to show that the key factor is the specificity
of the test in terms of the number of animals that are not infected and test negative, rather than
the efficacy of a vaccine that will determine the feasibility of any test. Creating diagnostic tools
(e.g., subunit vaccines) that are compatible with international trade and cross-border transactions
should translate into increased vaccine demand and usage. Figure 3 shows a dual situation where the
vaccine market is dependent on the current diagnostic tests that cannot differentiate between infected
and vaccinated animals.
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Figure 3. Figure showing the effect of mediocre Differentiating between Infected and Vaccinated Animals
(DIVA) tests for Johne’s disease (JD) and bovine tuberculosis (bTB). The symbol “*” distinguishes the
equilibrium quantity, Qe, from the new quantity, Q*.

In Figure 3, P is the price of vaccines while Q represents the quantity of vaccines. DU is the
demand curve representing the status quo of diagnostic testing with uncertainty while DF depicts the
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demand curve for diagnostic tests that can effectively differentiate between infected and vaccinated
animals. S is the supply curve. Qe and Q* are the equilibrium volumes at market clearing prices Pu and
P*, representing the two different demand conditions. As a result of the current diagnostic uncertainty,
the market under-provides vaccines as cross-border testing agencies cannot differentiate infected
animals from those that are vaccinated. With the availability of an effective DIVA test, vaccine demand
could be higher as credible mechanisms would be in place to identify infected versus vaccinated
animals as showed by the demand curve, DF.

In the absence of an effective and robust diagnostic test, resources are inefficiently allocated,
thereby leading to a deadweight loss (DWL) represented by area (triangle) ‘abd’. The surplus to
DIVA (subunit) vaccine producer at price PF is given by the area ‘PFac’ while that of whole-cell based
vaccines (status quo) is the area ‘PUbc’. Hence, change in producer surplus (PFac–PUbc) is given by
the area ‘PFabPU’. The difference between DF and DU, represented by δ, could be described as direct
loss (in terms of revenue) to vaccine production companies resulting from reduced quantity (Qe) of
vaccines demanded and sold at price (PU). This is given by (PFQ*–PUQe). This also translates to
reduced revenue to livestock producers who may have vaccinated their animals and enjoy the high
price, PF, with low possibility of disease transmission but cannot access international markets given
the unreliability of the current diagnostic methods.

Vaccine Commercialization

Determining the best mechanism to achieve optimal market access for vaccines, given the
heterogeneity and commoditization of the global vaccine market, has been identified as a major
challenge in the commercialization of vaccines globally [64]. Recently, the vaccine sector has experienced
a paradigm shift—moving from the traditional model primarily made-up of “pediatric vaccines” used
to avert several bacterial and viral infections, to a more sophisticated pharmaceutical model that attracts
premiums and is propelled by emerging new technological innovations resulting from investments in
research and development [64]. BioProcess International’s description of the new vaccine development
approach captures the current development of a subunit vaccine that can combat production disruptive
diseases such as JD and bTB.

In practice, successful commercialization of a vaccine largely depends on the outcome of the
epidemiological surveillance and/or affirmation of the vaccine as well as its value proposition [64].
A range of factors define market acceptability of a vaccine, including: accessibility, which depends on
the available infrastructure and procurement mechanism; availability, or the capacity of the producer or
supplier to produce in sufficient quantity that will meet perceived need by end-users; and affordability,
which is contingent on the prescribed doses, vaccine administration and development status of the host
country [64]. Other factors include compatibility with other vaccines, ease of administration—whether
the vaccine requires a follow-dose—timing and whether the vaccine is a novel product.

Bioniche Life Sciences, the organization charged with the marketing and distribution of the E. coli
vaccine Econiche, chose to enter the market through public deliver, by pushing for the government of
Canada to make cattle vaccination mandatory to address the public health safety concerns posed by
E. coli. This strategy, however, was not successful, as government intervention requires cost/benefit
conditions to be justified.

Scholars (e.g., [65]) highlight new strategies currently utilized in the commercialization process
to expand the product into broader markets in developing countries. Specifically, a variety of new
procurement and supply strategies are being explored, one which involves an advance-purchase
contract that would incentivize market purchase by donors when a new vaccine is released in the
market. It is argued that guaranteed advance purchases would reduce uncertainty, overcome any
hold-up or public food concerns, and increase the size of the market by accelerating a vaccine’s
introduction. Furthermore, this in turn may trigger a trickle-down effect whereby the reduced risk
and increased incentives could attract private investment in developing and supplying vaccines more
rapidly. Such an approach could also allow the manufacturer and the purchasing entity to structure a
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price curve that would allow for high prices to be charged during the early donor-financing years,
but guarantee lower prices once developing-country governments assume the responsibility of the
contract [65].

Incentives for adoption and cost considerations are very important. Creation of new supply chains
that exist separately from the existing conventional cattle value chain, particularly in the absence of
diagnostic tools that can distinguish between infected and vaccinated animals, is ideal. However, in the
current policy environment, any adopter of the vaccines would be faced with increased operational
costs (vaccine purchase and administration) and differentiation costs (having to preserve the identity
of vaccinated cattle), which are likely to be prohibitive. If vaccinated and non-vaccinated cattle are
pooled together at different stages of the supply chain, the benefit of the cattle subunit vaccine would
be diminished. In order to enhance the adoption of JD and bTB vaccines, savings realized from losses
due to culling would need to be supplemented with premiums. This would require innovative supply
chain governance structures to translate the value placed on the reduced risk from vaccinated cattle.
One way these governance structures could emerge would be through branded-beef alliances.

The overall annual benefit-cost balance of a potential bTB vaccine will be determined by a number
of factors: whether it will be compulsory to vaccinate all cattle, including neonates, or whether it will
only be a voluntary scheme; whether the vaccination policy targets high-risk herds or only certain
animals in individual herds; who pays for the vaccine and its delivery; and the duration of immunity
and frequency of repeat vaccination costs [66].

Successful commercialization of JD and bTB subunit vaccines would trigger market expansion.
Recently, there has been increasing shift in dietary patterns globally involving high consumption
of meat, particularly in less developed countries [67]. The emergence of the middle class in BRIC
(Brazil, Russia, India and China) nations is increasingly translating into an increase in the global
demand for animal-based food products, thereby offering the opportunity for increased exports to these
markets [68]. The development of innovative vaccines through genomics should make a significant
contribution to the increasing global demand for meat products by ensuring reliable and economical
livestock production and consumption.

Subunit vaccines have different control mechanisms. Based on this, we develop different
commercialization pathways for vaccines (see Figure 4) following the Canadian veterinary biologics
regulatory protocol and linked this with the standard technology adoption decision process developed
by Rogers (2003). (This is applicable only in Canada and may differ in other countries.)

In Canada, administration of a vaccine for JD, after production and registration (regulatory
approval) is not controlled by the government. Therefore, successful commercialization would involve
going through the private markets (e.g., direct sale to private companies or corporate sector). This may
offer flexibility and less bureaucratic bottlenecks. One possible policy intervention would be an
advance purchase contract that will guarantee purchase and reduce supply uncertainty. This would
accelerate the introduction and distribution of the vaccine to different countries, thereby increasing
the size of the market. This pathway could secure the incentive for private investments in vaccine
production and supply by allowing for higher prices for the investor in the early years with potential
lower prices in later years as argued by [65]. The downside of following this pathway for the JD
vaccine is the absence of external validation of safety and quality.

In contrast, TB vaccines are currently, and for the foreseeable future, exclusively controlled by the
government in Canada. Therefore, adoption will depend on whether vaccination is mandatory for all
cattle or a voluntary scheme that targets only high-risk herds, who pays for the vaccine, duration of
immunity, and whether there is need for booster doses

Commercialization strategies can be linked to the theory of technology adoption. End-users acceptance
(adoption) and willingness to pay for subunit vaccines would be contingent on the outcome of the
safety and efficacy evaluation by regulatory authorities. Recommendation by veterinarians would
be enhanced if the vaccines are confirmed to be safe and efficient. Incorporating vaccines as part of
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animal health policy following positive outcomes of epidemiological surveillance will create incentives
for continued adoption, particularly by the private sector.
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4. Role of Livestock Farmers and Regulators in Disease Management, Policy Choice
and Incentives

Given the increasing volume of cross-border trade in animal products, human and animal
health risks associated with infectious diseases, and increasing clusters and concentration of livestock
production, there is need for adequate livestock disease management [69]. Farmers are the primary
decision makers in animal disease management. Farmers are always the front line of defense against
any outbreaks, as they stand to lose the most. They always have clear incentives to prevent livestock
diseases and, therefore, seek to balance marginal benefits of efforts against the marginal costs [69].
Availability of producer market incentives ought to be an integral part of livestock disease management,
as absence of any incentives would reduce producers’ willingness to actively engage in prevention
and/or control of animal diseases such as JD and bTB. The social costs associated with animal disease
outbreak, therefore, necessitate the alignment of private market incentives with public policy goals
related to animal diseases [69,70].

Farmer engagement in livestock disease management is contingent on their knowledge about the
disease in question, perceived risks, alternate prevention techniques, available treatment, their costs,
and market reaction, among others. Producers need to be confident in their ability to recognize clinical
signs of animal diseases. This drives their propensity to monitor and respond in a timely way to
emergent disease outbreaks [71].

Spillover effects (externalities), the public good nature of animal diseases with the associated
‘free-rider’ problem, information asymmetry, coordination problems, income inequality, among others,
clearly justify government intervention in animal disease control [72]. Reports have shown that
animal disease outbreaks in various jurisdictions resulted in substantial financial losses that put some
(especially small-scale) farmers out of business. In addition, some existing disease prevention and
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control strategies have not been overly effective, which creates uncertainties among livestock farmers.
Investment in R&D that creates new technologies that would be effective and also minimize costs
of disease prevention and control could trigger a robust response to animal disease prevention and
control by farmers [73].

One may argue that controlled management practices, which may be expensive at the early
stages of implementation but pay off over time, would be cost-effective compared to vaccination.
Some studies (e.g., [74]) examine the effects of vaccination versus management protocols in animal
disease control. Although vaccines may increase costs, studies have shown that efficacious vaccines
optimize disease control. Early vaccination protects animals from infection and reduces the spread of a
disease after confirmation of infection or exposure, thereby minimizing the impact on productivity [75].
However, complementing good management practices with vaccination could translate to savings for
both farmers and regulators in the event of a disease outbreak.

A key question is: what policy frameworks can regulators adopt to ensure that livestock
farmers are best served and incentivized to participate in effective livestock disease management?
A number of strategies could enhance farmers’ involvement in the management and control of
livestock diseases including: creation of compensation schemes for animal diseases; and encouraging
effective communication (e.g., field visits, TV commercials, radio programs) and social connectivity
(e.g., agricultural shows) amongst farmers, and through influencers that serve as critical pathways or
sources of information. In addition, education of farmers on animal disease risks and their potential
effects beyond the farm, training for capacity building, providing incentives on early reporting of
disease, inducing sufficient effort by farmers to prevent disease by shifting part of the risk to them
(usually farmers have low incentives to adopt disease management strategies if the government provides
everything for free and bears the whole risk; sharing the risks would encourage farmers to engage
in disease prevention and control) through less-than-full compensation of losses, or differentiation
of payments according to individual risk profiles potentially would create incentive for increased
participation in disease management [69].

The results of some studies (e.g., [76]) showed that information used for animal disease surveillance
is often provided by farmers, thereby suggesting the need for involvement of farmers (or farmer
associations) in the planning and implementation of animal health policies. This will ensure that
government policies and programs address farmers’ needs and create a win–win situation [76].

5. The Role for Public–Private Partnership (PPP)

Technological innovation is an important factor that drives sustained growth in productivity
across sectors, and its success is often contingent on the extent of collaboration between different
actors in the innovation space [77]. Developing modern research and disseminating research output
in a global environment requires effective collaboration between the public and private sectors,
organization of co-operations at different levels, coordinating national and international policies,
promoting networking between teams and increasing the mobility of individuals and ideas [78].

PPPs involve inter-sectoral collaborations in which two or more parties work together and share
responsibilities, resources, risks, benefits and accountability under a contractual agreement [79]. For a
successful PPP, as noted by [80], there must be a common interest between the public and private
sector parties, positive benefit–cost ratios to PPP and potential for synergy.

In principle and reality, the public sector is responsible for providing funding for activities related
to the prevention and control of endemic animal diseases, perhaps because of the magnitude of social
costs associated with disease outbreaks. However, in some cases, the public sector has limited capability
to provide the needed institutions infrastructure, logistics and monitoring to actualize this objective.
Where the public sector is solely responsible, such efforts, sometimes, may not get to small-scale farmers
in remote areas. Hence, relying on the public sector alone may result in suboptimal disease prevention
and control. This, therefore, necessitates alliances between the public sector (with the mandate of
providing public goods) and the private organizations with technical expertise and needed resources to
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achieve optimal disease control and food security. Such combined intervention to reach a common goal
has been recommended to be part of any nation’s comprehensive development framework [81], and an
integral part of innovative framework and policies that will deliver efficient animal health services.

Industry-led technological development, in most cases, requires huge financial investments that
can best be funded through public–private partnerships. For example, in the livestock industry,
public–private partnerships could facilitate the development of new and effective tools such as vaccines
and diagnostic tests for the control of animal diseases. Assisting the private sector in overcoming
investment barriers could spur the development of industrial processes, products and services that
otherwise would not emerge spontaneously [77]. Effective animal health policy and development
and use of new vaccines may perhaps best be achieved through a coherent regulatory framework
that identifies the gaps in an existing animal disease control mechanism, diagnosis or treatment,
and prioritizes animal-related threats [78]. PPPs could help with that process.

In the case of bTB and JD, the PPP model could improve disease surveillance (early detection),
prompt response (treatment), coordination and effective implementation of control programs and
livestock farmers’ convenience. Public sector collaboration with private animal health practitioners
whose operating units are close to farmers’ operations will enhance early detection and notification of
bTB and JD outbreaks. Farmers with infected herds will have easy access to diagnosis and treatment
centers. This will reduce disease transmission. As suggested by [82], the private sector could also
manage compensation programs in the event of disease outbreak. This would incentivize farmers to
engage in better management and disease control practices.

In some countries, especially low-income countries, a majority of people prefer going to private
clinics either for themselves or their animals because of easy access, convenience and quality of treatment
despite the costs, resulting in favorable competition with the public sector. Results of studies (e.g., [83])
show that a significant proportion of tuberculosis cases in high prevalence countries, including Uganda,
India, Kenya, Pakistan, among others, were detected and treated by private practitioners.

Furthermore, the PPP model may be necessary to get adequate support for extension services for
bTB and JD control. Distribution of vaccines and actual vaccinations for cattle could be collaboratively
done either by the public and private partners. While the public sector takes responsibility of disease
surveillance and information systems, quality control of vaccines, laboratory/diagnostic facilities and
monitoring of animal movements, the private sector could administer the vaccines in coordination with
public sector agencies. The two sectors could jointly carry out vigilance activities and promotion of
animal health education among farmers. There is one model of this operating in Brazil for the control
of Foot and Mouth Disease (FMD) in cattle [84]. In addition, disease-free status for bTB was achieved
in Australia between 1989 and 1997 as a result of robust collaboration between the government and
industry, as they co-funded eradication programs [85].

However, productive and innovative PPPs in animal disease prevention and control require
transparency in the regulatory framework and stable and/or conducive public policy environments.
Sustainable PPPs are most often found where there are relevant regulatory frameworks, policies and
engagement platforms that offer win (society)–win (public)–win (private) [86].

6. Implications for Food Security

Food security encompasses four dimensions, including physical availability of food, economic access,
utilization and stability over time [87]. Food security exists when “all people, at all times have physical,
social and economic access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food that meets their dietary needs and
food preferences for an active and healthy life” [88].

Livestock production is an important aspect of food production and plays a crucial role in food
security. About one-third of global crop area is used to produce feed for livestock and about 75 percent
of global agricultural land area is used for livestock grazing [89] Animal products make up about
one-third of global nutrition. To achieve food security, sustainability of the supply of food products
from livestock is essential; negative environmental impacts on livestock and crops must be adequately
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minimized. The effect of an animal disease on food security largely depends on: the type of disease,
rate of spread, duration and severity of infection [90] the category (species) of animals it affects,
whether the disease is endemic; and the impact on the affected animal.

Animal diseases, such as bTB and JD, impact negatively on animal health, welfare, productivity,
and reduce potential for livestock farming intensification. While these two diseases often result in
revenue losses by reducing meat quantity and quality through disposal of affected parts or the entire
animal carcass deemed unfit for consumption, JD reduces milk production in ruminants as well as
fertility in animals. bTB and JD infection could result in predisposition to other animal diseases.
MAP infection has also been associated with reduced immune competences of infected animals,
thereby exposing the animals to other diseases [21].

JD and bTB outbreaks affect food security as they often result in massive culling, premature
slaughter, disruptions of food supply chains, and interruptions in cross border trade. bTB outbreaks
also pose significant health risk to human populations. International trade contributes to improved
food and nutrition security as it helps in balancing supply and demand. Disruptions can lead to
shortages and gluts that amplified food insecurity or disrupt efficient production. From the perspective
of importers, reduced barriers on live animals and livestock products’ trade for countries that are
bTB and JD free will afford the consumers the opportunity of enjoying variety of animal products at
affordable prices for a balanced diet. This has been shown to reduce diseases and mortality as well as
improve learning ability [91].

One way of achieving sustainable livestock production and food security is through technological
interventions such as vaccines that improve animal health, productivity and profitability while reducing
market risks. Bringing safe, efficient and effective vaccines for bTB and JD into the system required
widespread action, involving actors from the public and private sector and new partnerships.
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